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PREFACE 
These outlines have been compiled under the firm conv1ct10n 
that good to the cause of Christ would result from the ir publi c -
tion, and also from the urgent solicitations of many whose ju dg-
ment is worthy of respect. M. C. Kurfees was a great and good 
man. He was a logician and scholar of the first rank. The out-
lines that appear in this book were prepared by our lament ed 
Brother Kurfees during his long and faithful mini stry with the 
Campbell Street ( now Haldeman A venue) church of Christ, 
Louisville , Kentucky. 
Acknowledgments are due Brethren J. F . Kurf ees, B. L. 
Douthitt , and J. M. Powell of Louisville , Kentucky; an<;l also F oy 
E. Wallace , Jr., of Oklah oma City, Oklahoma, for their valuable 
cooperation in the compilation of this work. 
This volume is sent forth in the hope that it may contribute to 
th e advancement of truth and righteousness among men. 
B. C. G. 
( N. B.: In this enlarged edition fifteen outlines have been 
added .) 
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THE FAREWELL PRAYER OF OUR LORD 
John 17: 1-26 
INTRODUCTION 
1. This prayer, which is usually called our Lord's intercessory 
prayer, was uttered at the close of his earthly life . "Father, the 
hour is come." See what "hour." 
2. This prayer is divided into three parts: First, the pray er for 
himself . (Verses 1-5.) Second, the prayer for his disciples then 
with him. (Verses 6-19.) Third, the prayer for all his future 
disciples. ( Verses 20-26.) 
3. The purpose now is to present the contents, and the great 
lesson of this prayer; and to this theme, attention is now invited . 
I. THE PRAYER FOR HIMSELF 
1. For his own glorification. (Verse 1.) 
2. That he may glorify the Father. (Verse 1.) 
3. That he may be glorified with the same glory which he had 
with the Father before the world was . (Verse 5.) 
II. THE PRAYER FOR Hrs DISCIPLES THEN WITH HIM 
1. "Keep them in thy name." (Verse 11.) 
2. "That they may be one, even as we are." (Verse 11.) 
3. "That they may have my joy made full in th emselves ." 
(Verse 13.) 
4. "That thou shouldest keep them from the evil one." 
(Verse 15.) 
5. "Sanctify them in the truth ." (Verse 17.) 
III. THE PRAYER FOR ALL Hrs FUTURE DISCIP LES 
1. "That they may all be one." (Verse 21.) 
2. "That the world may believe that thou didst send me." 
(Verse 21.) 
4. "That they also whom thou hast given me be with me where 
I am." (Verse 24.) 
5. "That they may behold my glory." (Verse 24.) 
• • • 
THE LORD'S PRAYER FOR HIS DISCIPLES 
John 17: 9 
INTRODUCTION 
1. The very thought of a mother's prayer for her child is touch-
ing. So is that of a father. 
2. But think of the prayer of Jesus for one-for you , for me. 
For you and me and all others of his discipl es, he said: "I pray 
for them." 
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3. But we must not only ha ve the thought of the Lord praying 
for hi s disciples, but we have the fact and the very things concern-
ing us for which he prayed; and to this theme, attention is now 
invited. 
I. Hrs TwoFOLD INTEREST IN Hrs DrscrPLES 
1. He wanted them to be saved. 
2. He wanted them to save others. 
II . THE T HINGS FOR WHICH HE PRAYED 
1. "Keep them in thy name." (Verse 11 ; Eph. 1 : 21 ; Phil. 2 : 
9; Heb . 1 : 4 ; Rev. 19 : 16.) 
2. "That they ma y all be one." (Verses 11, 21.) 
3. "That they may hav e my joy made full in themst!lves." 
(Ver se 13 ; compare Heb. 12 : 2 with John 15 : 11 ; 16: 24; Phil. 
2 : 12 ; 1 John 4 : 7; 2 J ohn 12.) 
4. "Keep them from th e evil one." (Verse 15.) 
5. "Sanctify them in the truth." (Verse 17.) 
6. "T hat they ... be with me where I am." (Verse 24 .) 
7. "Th at they may behold my glory." (Ver se 24; compare 
verse 5 ; 1 : 7 ; 8 : 58 ; Col. 1 : 17.) 
• • • 
THE SEVEN UNITIES OF THE SPffiIT 
Eph. 4: 3 
INTRODUCTION 
1. In this passage the Ep hesian Christi ans are clearly com-
manded "to keep the unity of the Spi rit." Thi s shows that they 
had that unity and that it was their duty to keep it . 
2. More over , we are not left to gues s at what that unity is . In 
the immed iate connectio n, th e apost le proceed s to point out that 
unity , showing clear ly what it is. 
3. Wh en he point s it out, he shows it consists of seven things; 
and hence, I designed our subje ct as "The Seven Unitie s of the 
Spiri t," and to these attention is now invitee!. 
I. TH E SEVEN U NITIES !?PECIFIED 
1. There is one body . ( Verse 4. ) 
2. There is one Spir it. ( Ver se 4.) 
3. Th ere is one hope. (Ver se 4.) 
4. There is one Lord. ( Verse 5.) 
5. There is one fa ith. (Ver se 5.) 
6. Ther e is one baptism. (Ve rse 5.) 
7. There is one Goel. (Ve rse 6.) 
II . THE DENOMINATIONAL Worn,n's I NCONSISTENCY IN DEALING 
WITH T HESE SEVEN U NITIES 
1. I t ays . a~ th e pa ssag-e say s. there is one Spi rit , one hope, one 
Lord . and one God. 
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2. But contrary to the passage , it says there are different bodies, 
different faiths , and different bapti sms. 
Might as well say "more than one Lord , or one God" as to say 
more than one body , etc . 
• • • 
THE BIBLE: THE ONLY SOURCE OF DIVINE 
AUTHORITY IN RELIGION 
Psalm 119: 96; Matt. 17: 5; 28: 18-20 
INTRODUCTION 
1. By divine authority in religion is meant God's authority as 
distinguished from the authority of man. In our Savior's day, 
the question of authority was fr eely discussed. "By what author-
ity doest thou these things?" "Who gave thee this authority?" 
2. It is a self-evident proposition that, since both human and 
divine authority exist, unless we hav e some means of determining 
the source of both and how to distinguish between the two, we 
can never know when we are following the one and not the other. 
That it is important to make the distinction and to guard our-
selves accordingly is clearly shown by the apostle's words in 
Acts 5: 29. 
3. The announcem .ent of my theme assumes the Bible to be 
the only source of authority in religion. Can it be shown to be 
the only divine authority in religion? I think so. 
I. ALL BIBLE BELIEVERS ADMIT IT Is A SouRCE OF DIVINE Au-
THORITY 
1. See Heb. 1: 1, 2; 1 Cor. 2: 13. 
2. The modern idea of Holy Spirit influence and of human 
reason assumes divine authority outside of the Bible . 
II. As THE BIBLE Is A SouRcE OF DIVINE AUTHORITY, HEAR 
WHAT IT SAYS ON THE SUBJECT 
1. See texts. 
2. See 2 Co_r. 5: 20. Ambass adors . It must be either Christ in 
person or someone chosen and sent by him before the message is 
of divine authority. 
3. Hence, it is not a matter of succession of either apostles or 
churc .hes, but of hearing whom Christ has chosen and sent to speak 
for him . (See Eph. 3: 1-11; cf . Gal. 16-19; see 2 Tim. 2: 2.) 
• • • 
MEN AND THE WILL OF GOD 
Matt. 7: 21 
INTRODUCTION 
1. There are two very significant reasons why all persons should 
seriously consider this language. ( 1) Because it is the language 
of Jesus. (2) Because of what it says. 
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2. T hu s, it reveal s tw o solemn fac ts : ( 1) That man must know 
the will of God. (2) That he mu st do that will. 
3. Hen ce, our th eme , "Men and the "\Nill of God"; and to this 
th eme, att ention is now invited . 
I. H o w MA N M AY K N ow GoD 's WIL L 
1. It mu st be revealed by God to man. Illustrate: how can I 
kn ow your will or you kno w mine? Each mu st reveal it to the 
other. 
2. T his fac t is distin ctly recognized by the inspired apostle 
Pa ul. ( 1 Cor. 2 : 11.) 
II. Go D' s WrLL I s REV EALED T HR OU GH THE BIBLE 
1. A s to how men are saved. 
( 1) Faith. (J ohn8:24.) 
(2 ) Repentance. (Luke 13 : 3.) 
(3) Confe ssion. (Matt. 10: 32, 33.) 
(4 ) Bapti sm. ( Mark 16: 16.) 
2. As to how they mu st wor ship . ( Matt. 26: 26-28; Acts 20: 7.) 
3. A s to how they mu st otherwise live. (J ames 1: 26, 27.) 
• • • 
THE FOUR THINGS FOR WHICH THE BIBLE WAS . 
I N TRODUCTIO N 
WRITTEN 
2 Tim. 3: 16 
1. T hose who have proper respect for th e word of God are 
anx ious, of cour se, to know the purp ose or purposes for which 
it was wri tten . Su ch persons are willin g, also, to tak e the Bible's 
own accoun t of itself in the settl ement of all such thing s. Its 
testim ony ought to be final with everybody. 
2. Th ere are some thin gs fo r which the Bible was not written . 
( 1) Science and philosophy . (2 ) Commerc e. ( 3) Agricultur e. 
( 4) Mechanics. ( 5) Domest ic econom y. But it regulates men in 
all of th ese. 
3. Paul tells us plainly that it was written for doctrine, reproof , 
correction, instru ction in righteousness. 
I. D OCTRINE 
1. Thi s being true , mu st hav e no doctrin e but th e Bible . No 
doctrin e on any th eme except the Bibl e doctrine on that theme , 
and if it has nothing on it. neith er should we. 
2. One illustrati on. The Trinity. 
II. R EP ROOF 
1. W e all need repro of sometime s, and th ere are times when 
we all need to reprov e others. 
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2. Scriptures profitable for it. How it should be administered 
and how it should be received. 
III. CORRECTION 
1. Meaning of word. 
2. It-the word of God-is to straighten us when we get 
crooked. Many are that way today. 
IV. INSTR!UCTION IN RIGHTEOUSNESS 
1. Never do what you have any reason to think is not right. 
We are all so fallible that we are liable to err-to fail to know 
what is and what is not right. We need a guide. The Bible 
is that guide. 
• • • 
BLOOD AND THE REMISSION OF SINS 
Heb. 9: 11-22 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Sin is probably one of the most dreadful realities ever seen 
in this world. Verified by history of sin both in and out of the 
Bible. 
2. Then , see how "angels" are affected. (Luke 15: 7, 10.) 
3. Hence, our theme, "Blood and the Remission of Sins," and 
to which attention is now invited. 
I. SIN AND BLOOD FROM THE BEGINNING 
1. Sacrifice-Cain and Abel. (Gen. 4; Heb. 11 : 4.) 
2. Blood of anima ls remitted sin a year at a time. ( Heb. 10: 
4, 11.) 
II. THE BLOOD OF Gon's SoN Is EssENTIAL TO THE FINAL RE-
MISSION oF Srns 
1. Distinction between the terms. ( Rom. 3 : 25 ; Acts 2 : 38.) 
2. Hence , Jesu s said. ( Matt. 26: 28; cf. 1 John 1 : 7.) 
3. Blood of animals and of Christ compared. (Heb. 9: 13, 
14, 15.) 
4. Paul in Eph . 1 : 7. 
5. Efficacy of Christ's blood seen from a twofold point of view. 
( 1) It brings cleansing . (Rev. 7: 14.) 
(2) It brings a "new song ." (Rev. 5: 9.) 
"There is a fountain filled with blood 
Drawn from Immanuel's veins, 
And sinners plunged beneath that flood 
Lose all their guilty stains." 
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THE DECEITFULNESS OF SIN 
Heb. 3: 13 
INTRODUCTION 
1. The special thought in these words is the implied declaration 
that sin is deceitful. This still further implie s tha t men may be 
vastly more under the domini on of sin than they are aware. 
2. The figures under which sin is represented and described in 
the word of God confirm the fact of its great deceitfuln ess. Called 
a gin , snare, net , pit , and serpent. 
3 . . It becomes us, then , to look soberly and seriously into the 
deceitfulness of sin. Deceitfulnes s in many ways. Note some 
of them. 
I. IT Is DECEITFIUL IN ITs MEASURELESS CoN SEQU EN cEs AND THE 
WrnE EXTENT OF ITs INFLUE N CE 
1. No man knows where the sins he is committing will end. 
They may lead thousand s to ruin! Awful thought! ( See Gal. 
6 : 7, 8.) 
II. DECEITFUL IN ITS SIMILARITY TO RIGHTEOUSNE SS 
1. The night comes on by gradual , unobserved twilight. It 
has come before we know it. So sin and righteou sness almost 
shade into each other. 
III. DECEITFUL IN ITs METHODS OF APPROACH TO ME N 
1. It does not come as sin-this would expose and defeat its 
object. 
2. It comes in the garb of pretended good to men. 
3. High compliment to religion-even sin, to effect its hurtful 
and soul-destroying ends, comes to men in religious name and 
proposes to help man in his religion. Believing it will do this, he 
is in for all there is in it . Illustrate: questionable pleasures . 
• • • 
SIN AS ILLUSTRATED IN JUDAS ISCARIOT 
John 6: 66-71 
INTRODUCTION 
1. The name Judas has become a byword and a reproach among 
men. Wherever Christianity has gone , there this name has become 
a synonym for deception, hypocrisy , and treachery; and each gen-
eration joins its predecessor in magnifying the ignominy that 
clings to the name. . 
2. Surely, then , we should study such a life so as to know the 
better how to avoid sin. 
3. Hence, our theme, "Sin as Illustrated in Judas Iscariot" ; 
and to this theme , attention is now invited. 
., 
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I. His NAME AND PUBLIC CAREER 
1. His name , "Iscariot," from Kerioth, forty miles northeast 
of Ramoth Gilead. "Ish," man, and the name of Kerioth. 
2. Chosen as one of the twelve. ( Matt. 10: 2-4.) 
3. Sat with the others and heard the hallowed teaching of the 
Lord . Picture. 
4. His wicked avarice and proposition to "the chief priests." 
"What will'ye give me, and I will deliver him unto you?" (Matt. 
26: 14-16.) "They weighed unto him thirty pieces of silver"-
about fi £teen to seventeen dollars. 
5. Plot executed-the "kiss." ( Matt. 26: 48.) Thief also. 
(John 12: 1-6.) 
II. Two LESSONS FROM His LIFE 
1. Resist sin in its beginning . 
2. Judas, for money, handed over the physical body of Jesus 
to be mangled; today, money, pride, and fashion hand over the 
spiritual body of Jesus-the church-to be mangled. See de-
nominationalism. 
• • • 
WHERE GOD MEETS AND FORGIVES SINNERS 
1 Kings 9: 3; Matt. 28: 19 
INTRODUCTION 
1. That God, who is infinite in power, wisdom and goodness, 
should have the exclusive prerogative of stipulating the condi-
tions of pardon for man, is a proposition which commends itself 
to all right-thinking persons. Hence, in all the different dispen-
sations, God has laid down such conditions . 
2. The particular conditions of forgiveness have differed in 
different dispen sations, but the principle of forgiveness has al-
ways been the same . Hence , see Rom . 15: 4 ; 1 Cor. 10 : 11. 
3. In ascertaining where God meet s and forgives sinners, a most 
important lesson is taught in the Old Testament . Hence: 
I. A SIGNIFICAN.T FACT 
1. In the Old Testament times , God specifically promi sed to 
meet and bless the people in every place where he had recorded 
his name . ( See Ex. 20: 24; Deut. 12: 5, 11; 16 : 6.) Hence: 
2. Here they made all accept able offerings to Jehovah . 
3. Attempt to change the order brought down condemnati on 
from the Lord. ( 1 Kings 13.) 
II. GoD's NAME UNDER THE NEW CovENANT 
1. It is ordained of God th at men shall believe , repent , conf ess, 
and be baptized in ord er to reach th e forgiveness of sins. (M ark 
16: 15, 16; Act s 2: 38.) 
2. In one instituti on the triun e name is recorded. ( Matt . 28 : 19. ) 
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GOD'S UNCHANGING MESSA GE FOR ALL PEOPLES 
Matt. 28: 18-20; Mark 16: 15; Luke 24: 44-47 
IN TRODUC TIO N 
1. It is asto nishing to see how easy it is for men to depart from 
the Bible. An d yet , when men are controlled by the ord inary 
denominational view of the Bible, it is not strange, af ter all, that 
ther e are such depa rtur es. In fact, such depar tures are natural. 
2. The denom inational view : It admits man's opinion as well 
as God's word in man's guidance . 
3. The pur pose now is to show that, above and ·separate from 
all hum an opinions , God' s unchanging message is ordained for 
man's guidance at all times and under all circumstances "even 
un to th e end of the world"; and to this theme, attention is now 
invited. 
I. T HE CONTENT OF THE UNCHANGING MESSAGE 
1. What is it? What does this message contain? Three lines 
of tru th: 
2. What :s to be pr eached ? "The gospel." ( Mark 16: 15, 16, 
etc.) Not science, literatu re, nor art. 
3. What is to be done in becoming a Christian? Obey the 
gospe l. (2 T hess. 1 : 8; Heb. 5: 9.) 
4. What is to be done in living a Christian? "Observe all 
thin gs ... commanded." ( Matt. 28 : 20.) 
II . THIS MESSAGE I s FOR ALL PEOPLE OF ALL THE AG ES 
1. It says "all nat ions" and "ever y crea ture ." ( Matt . 28: 18, 
19 ; Mark 16: 15.) 
2. It is for them all "even unto the end of the world." 
3. See J er. 23: 28, 30. 
• • • 
THE MARKS OF THE NEW TESTAM ENT CHURCH 
Matt. 16: 18 
INT RODUCTION 
1. Accordin g to th is langu age th e "chu rch" here mentioned was 
to be Chr ist's chur ch. Not yours, nor mine, nor that of anybo dy 
else, but Christ. 
2. Of course thi s church, whate ver it is, is the New -Testament 
church! But how can we know what it is today? 
3. Th e an swer is, we can know it by its marks; and hence th e 
theme. "The Mark s of the New Testamen t Chur ch," to which 
attenti on is now invit ed. 
I. THE CONDITIONS OF B ECOM I NG AND REMAI N I NG M EM BERS OF 
Tms CH U RCH 
Per sons mu st-
1. Believe . 
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2. Repent. 
3. Be baptized. 
4. Eat the Lord's Supper and otherwise worship on the first 
day of the week. 
5. Ca!J themselves disciples, Christians, saints , brethren, chil-
dren of God. 
6. Send the gospel to othe rs. Hence: 
II. THE MARKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH 
1. Those who have believed in Christ. 
2. Have repented. 
3. Have been buried in baptism. 
4. Eat the Lord's Supper, etc ., on the first day of the week. 
5. Are called Christians, disciples, saints, brethren , children 
of God. 
6. Are missionary. 
• • • 
THE ONE CREED, THE ONE CHURCH, AND THE 
ONE WAY 
Deut. 12: 29-32; Eph. 1: 22, 23 
INTRODUCTION 
l : The preaching of different creeds, different chu rchi s and 
different ways is very confusing to the average mind. But Je sus 
foresaw that the cry later on would be: "Lo, her e is Chri st ," 
and "Lo , there," but he added: "Beli eve it not." (M ark 13 : 21. ) 
2. See how it is fulfilled today. See the differen t "church es" 
and the different "ways." 
3. Hen ce, our theme , "The One Creed, the On e Church and 
the One Way"; and to this theme , attention is now invited . 
I. T H E ONE CREED 
1. The Bible the only creed God gave to man. 
2. The excuse for formulating another is, it simplifies th e Bible 
and puts it in a form more easily understood . See how that re-
flects on God ! 
3. The argument for the Bible alone as the only creed needed 
proven by these facts : 
( 1) If the creed ha s more than the Bible, too much. ( See Rev. 
22: 18.) 
(2) If less, too little. ( See Rev . 22: 19.) 
( 3) If just like the Bible, not needed. 
II. THE ONE CHURCH 
1. See Matt. 16: 18; Rom . 12: 4, 5; 1 Cor. 12 : 13; Eph . 1: 22, 
23; 4: 1-6. 
2. The conclusion . ONE. 
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III. THE ONE WAY 
1. See Matt . 7 : 13, 14; John 14: 6; 2 Tim. 4: 1, 2. 
2. The phraseology: "The way"; not ways . 
3. Hence, by pursuing the course, every step of which we can 
read in the New Testament, is the way to have "the one creed," 
to be a member of "the one church ," and to be walking in "the 
one way." 
Let us stand by this one creed, thi s one church , and this one 
way. 
• • • 
THE RIGHT RECEPTION OF GOD'S WORD 
1 Thess. 2: 13 
I NTRODUCTION 
1. Accordin g to thi s language, it is possible to receive the word 
of God mer ely as the word of man . O f course, this shows th e 
solemn importance of being careful how we receive even the 
word of God. 
2. Ju st think what thi s implies! H ow do you receive the word 
of God? How do I receive it? 
3. The purpo se now is to present the great lesson here taught . 
H ence, our theme , "The Right Reception of God's Word"; and 
to thi s theme , attention is now invited. 
I. Goo's WoRD AND MAN's Wo RD COMPARED 
I. Th e word of God defined. Of course, it is the word spoken 
by God. T h" docum ent s writt en by men whom God inspired , 
and thu s thro ugh whom God him self was speaking. ( See Heb. 
1 : 1, 2; 1 Car. 2: 11-13.) Here they are - sixty- six books-the 
Bible. 
2. T he word of man defined. Of course , it is the word spoken 
by men without divine aid. Illu str ate : my word, your word , etc . 
II . H ow MAN SHOULD RECEIVE Goo's WoRD 
1. T he text show s he may receive it merely as man' s word. 
It is thu s practically received by a large part of the religious 
world . 
2. On the cont rary, we should heed and rever ence it as we read 
it or hear it rea d pre cisely as we should if God wer e audibly 
speaking directly to us. 
3. Isaiah tells us how to hear it. (I sa. 66: 2. ) This is the 
way to treat it-as the angels do . (Psa lm 103: 20.) 
"Most wondrou s book ! 
Bright candl e of the Lor d, 
Sta r of etern ity, th e only sta r 
Wh ich ro se over t ime, and to the 
H ills of God-t he ever lasting hills-
Po inted the sinne r' s eye." 
---
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THE HOLY SPIRIT IN CONVERSION 
Rom. 8: 12-17 
INTRODUCTION 
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1. That the Holy Spirit operates on men, in some way, in their 
salvation is clea,rly taught in the Bible. This is generally admitted 
among all believers in the Bible. 
2. But the religious world is divided on the subject. The 
"mediate" and "immediate" operation theories . 
3. Hence, the theme announced for our consideration this eve-
ning is, "The Holy Spirit in Conversion," to which attention is 
invited. 
I. THE Two THEORIES IN EXISTENCE ToDAY 
1. The "immediate" theory. 
2. The "mediate" theory. 
3. Vagueness of the first. No standard. 
II. THE THEORY TAUGHT IN THE BIBLE 
1. Things predicated of the Holy Spirit. 
(1) "Strives." (Gen . 6: 3.) 
(2) "Testifies ." (Neh. 9: 30.) 
( 3) "Convicts." (John 16: 8.) 
( 4) "Guides." (John 16: 13; Rom. 8: 4; Gal. 5: 28.) 
(S) "Speaks." (John 16 : 13.) 
2. How the Spirit does these things. 
( 1 ) Through words. ( 1 Cor . 2 : 13.) 
(2) Spoken by men . (Neh . 9: 30; Matt. 10: 20; Acts 2: 4; 
2 Pet. 1: 21.) 
(3) Hence (Rom . 1 : 16), "The Power of God." 
• • • 
THE FAITH THAT SAVES THE SINNER 
Luke 7: 50 
INTRODUCTION 
1. It is a remarkable and sad fact that there is confusion among 
men over what is necessary to salvation. We see it on every 
hand . Look at denominationalism. 
2. Why is it? Shall we conclude that even the Lord in his 
word failed to speak plainly so that men can understand, and yet 
holds them responsible for not understanding? No , but rather let 
us conclude that, as he does hold men responsible, they can under-
stand if they will. 
3. Faith is one thing over which there is confusion; hence, 
our theme, "The Faith That Saves the Sinner ." 
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I. WHAT Is FAITH? 
1. The belief of testimony. Illustrate: George Washington and 
Jesus lived. We don't know they did, but we believe it. 
2. Hence, says Paul in Rom. 10: 17. This is the way it comes 
in matters pertaining to God and our duty. 
II. HENCE, SAVING FAITH INVOLVES Two FACTS 
1. Belief of what God commands men to do. 
2. Doing what he commands them. 
3. Hence , salvation is ascribed to different things. 
( 1) Psalm 37: 40-"J ehovah" saves men. 
__ (2) Psalm 60: 5-Jehovah's "right hand." 
(3) Isa. 53 : 11-"Knowledge." 
(4) Matt . 1: 21-"Jesus." 
( 5) Acts 2: 40-"Self." 
(6) Acts 4: 12-"Name." 
(7) Rom. 5: 1-"Faith." 
(8) Rom. 8: 2-"The law of the Spirit." 
(9) 1 Cor. 1: 21-"Preaching." 
( 10) Eph . 2: 5-"Grace." 
(11) James 1: 21-"Word." 
(12) James 2: 20-"Works." 
(13) James 5 : 20-"Men." 
( 14) I Pet. 3 : 21-"Baptism." 
• • • 
THE NEW TESTAMENT MEANING OF REPENTANCE 
Luke 13: 3 
INTRODUCTION 
1. According to this plain declaration, it would be impossible 
to exaggerate the importanc e of repentance. Without it, man 
will perish. Think of this. . / 
2. Fortunately , too, almost universal agreement here . Uni-
versalists alone exceoted. 
3. But what is meant by "repentance"? Purpose now to answer 
this; and hence, to this theme , attention is now invited. 
I. !Ts PROMINENCE IN THE NEw TESTAMENT 
1. Commanded by John the Baptist. ( Matt. 3: 6; Luke 3: 8.) 
2. Jesus commanded it in text. 
3. In great commission. ( See Luke 24: 47.) 
4. Peter. ( Acts 2 : 38.) 
S. Paul. Acts 26: 20. 
II. REPENTANCE AS DEFINED IN THE BIBLE 
1. Produced by godly sorrow. (2 Cor. 7: 10.) 
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2. The repentance of the men of Nineveh. ( See Matt. 12: 
41 ; compare Jonah 3 : 8-10.) 
3. Followed by reformation of life. (Acts 3 : 19.) 
• • • 
THE MEANING OF CHRISTIAN BAPTISM 
Matt. 28: 19 
INTRODUCTION 
l. In order to have a proper understanding and appreciation 
of Christian baptism, two things are necessary: 
(1) We must know the act which the command requires. 
(2) We must know the meaning of the act-what it was di-
vinely appointed to signify. 
2. The scriptures are full and clear on both these points, and 
I hope to give enough of the facts to make this fact evident. 
3. Hence, the purpose now to select a few passages on both 
of them. 
I. FACTS ON THE ACTION INVOLVED IN THE COMMAND TO BE 
BAPTIZED 
l. It was in a river. (Matt. 3: 6.) 
2. It was where there was much water. (John 3: 23.) 
3. Pers.on kneeling had to rise. ( Acts 9 ; 11 ; 22: 16.) 
4. Persons in a house had to go outside. ( Acts 16: 33, 34.) 
5. It was a burial in water. (Rom . 6: 4; Col. 2: 12 ; Acts 
10: 47.) 
6. Both administrator and candidate had to go down into the 
water. (Acts 8: 38.) 
II. MEANING OF THE ORDINANCE 
1. It puts men into the name of Father, Son and Holy Spirit. 
(Matt . 28 : 19, 20.) . · 
2. It puts them into Christ. (Gal. 3: 27.) 
3. It puts them into the church. ( 1 Cor. 12: 13.) 
4. It is for remission of sins. (Acts 2: 38; 22: 16 ; 1 Pet. 3: 
21 ; Mark 16: 16.) 
5. It is a burial with Christ (Rom. 6: 4.) 
6. It is a resurrection with him . ( Col. 2: 12.) 
• • • 
THE MEANING OF THE LORD'S SUPPER 
1 Cor.10: 16 
INTRODUCTION 
1. There are two facts in connection with the Lord's Supper 
which set it out by itself and distinguish it far above all other 
.. 
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commemorative institutions. These are its profound simplicity, 
coupled with its profound significance-the profound simplicity 
of the ordinance it self and the momentous and far-reaching events 
which it commemorate s. Monuments. 
2. It is not the purpose now to enter into a detailed discussion 
of the subject , but to call specia l attention to the meaning of the 
ordinance. 
3. Hence, to this particular phase of the subject, attention is 
now invited. 
I. WHAT Is THE LoRD's SuPPER? 
1. Its elements: (1) the bread, (2) the cup. 
2. Their meaning: "The bread, a communion of the body of 
Christ"; "the cup, a communion of the blood of Christ." 
II. THE MEANING OF THE INSTITUTION 
1. It is commemorative-"this do in remembrance of me." 
(Luke 22: 19.) 
2. It is prophetic-"till he come." ( 1 Cor. 11 : 26.) 
3. It is a proclamation-"ye proclaim the Lord's death." ( 1 
Cor. 11 : 26.) 
• • • 
GIVING MONEY TO THE LORD-THE CONDITIONS OF 
ITS ACCEPTABLENESS 
2 Cor. 9: 1-7; 1 Chron. 29: 14 
INTRODUCTION 
1. In this sermon on giving money to the Lord, it is the purpose 
to state the conditions on which such giving is acceptable . Of 
course , we want to know that our giving is acceptable to God. 
2. It is a fact that we may give , and yet the gift be not accept-
able to the Lord . How important, then, to know how to give so 
that it will be acceptable to him! 
3. Hence, our theme, "Giving Money to the Lord-the Condi-
tions of Its Acceptableness"; and to this theme, attention is now 
invited . 
I. THE PRINcrPLE oF GrvING vVr-rrcH JEsus REcoGNrzED 
1. First of all, he gave himself. (Matt. 20: 28; 1 Tim. 2: 6; 
Tit. 2: 14.) 
2. His doctrine on giving and receiving. ( Acts 20: 35.) 
II. Tr-IE CONDITIONS OF AccEPTABLE GrvING TO THE LORD 
They are plainly and explicitly stated and all responsible per -
sons can see them . 
1. It must not be "grudgingly ." (2 Cor. 9: 7.) 
2. It mu st not be "of neces sity." (Ibid .) See Lowell' s Sir 
Launfal: "He gives nothing but worthle ss gold , who give s from 
a sense of duty ." 
• 
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3. It must be a "freewill offering." (Ex. 25: 2; 35 : 21, 29.) 
4. It must be with "liberality." (Rom. 12: 8; 2 Cor. 8: 2; 
9: 11, 13.) 
5. It must be from "a cheerful giver." (2 Cor. 9: 7.) 
6. It must be with "readiness." (2 Cor. 8: 12.) 
7. It must be from those who have first given "their own 
selves to the Lord." (2 Cor. 8: 5.) 
• • • 
MUST WE HAVE A "THUS SAITH THE LORD" FOR ALL 
ACTS OF CHRISTIAN WORSHIP? 
Deut. 4: 1-6; John 4: 23 
INTRODUCTION 
1. In the midst of modern religious fashions and tendencies, it 
is not strange that questions like this are sometimes propounded. 
See, for example, the different and conflicting things which dif-
ferent people do as worship to God. Compare them: Haldeman 
A venue Church , a Presbyterian Church, and a Catholic Church . 
2. Of course, when all this is observed by young people , they 
naturally conclude that all three are doing right ; and when shown 
that some things done are not taught in the Bible, they ask the 
question before us today. 
3. The purpose now is to give a full and candid answer to the 
question precisely as it is answered in the scriptures; and to this 
question, attention is now invited. 
I. How THE LORD HIM SELF SAYS THE TRUE WORSHIP MusT BE 
Mark the word "true." Hence, according to Je sus, the true 
wor ship must have the following marks: 
1. It must be "in spirit}' See how. 
2. It must be "in truth ." See how. 
3. It must be an act which he has "commanded." (Matt. 
28: 20.) 
II. THE STANDARD APPLIED TO THE THREE SUPPO SED CHURCHE S 
1. The items or acts found among them: reading , prayer, ex-
hortation, vocal music, Lord's Supper, the contribution, instru-
mental music , burning incen se-eight acts. 
2. Show what is true of six of them and of two of them. 
A child can see that, according to the standard, we are com-
pelled to hold on to six and let go two . Show how and why. 
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THE KIND OF MUSIC DIVINELY APPOINTED 
Matt. 15: 9 
INTRODUCTION 
1. The principle to be set forth in today's sermon is one of the 
most important in all the Bible. As just announced, it concerns 
the music which is divinely appointed for Christian worship. 
2. The term music is the English spelling of the Greek mousike 
and means "devoted to and skilled in the arts sacred to the Muses," 
which in classic mythology were called "godesses of song and 
poetry." Of course, while we respect the art of music, we do 
not accept all the claims of mythology , though the term , in a 
varied form, occurs once in the New Testament-Rev. 18 : 22-
where it is rendered "minstrels." 
3. Hence, our theme, "The Kind of Music Divinely Appointed"; 
and to this theme, attention is now invited. 
I. THE Music IN THE WoRSHIP UNDER MosEs 
1. Vocal. They had a trained choir of 288 voices. (1 Chron . 
25: 7.) 
2. Instrumental. Orchestra of 4,000 tra ined musicians. ( 1 
Chron. 23 : 5.) 
3. Both vocal and instrumental music commanded. 
II. THE Music IN THE WORSHIP UNDER CHRIST 
1. Vocal. (Matt. 26: 30; Acts 16: 25; Rom. 15: 9; Eph. 5: 
19; Col. 3: 16; James 5: 13; 1 Cor. 14: 15.) 
These seven instances are all that are found in the Bible on 
music in Christian worship. 
2. Hence , only vocal music is commanded. See text on vain 
worship. "The commandments of men." (See latter part of 
Deut . 12: 32.) 
3. Thus, all commanded to sing and everyone must take part 
as he is able. ( See first part of Deut. 12 : 32.) 
• • • 
· THE CAUSE OF DECLINE IN CHURCHES 
Eph. 5: 14 
INTRODUCTION 
1. In all realms, the law of cause and effect is universal in its 
operation. See in the physical world. Illustrate: poison in the 
stomach and death. 
2. The history of the church illustrates the operation of this 
law. Illustrate: sometimes seen growing; at others, going back. 
3. Hence, our theme, "The Cause of Decline in Churches" ; and 
to this theme, attention is now invited. 
r 
.. 
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I. THE PRESENT CONDITION OF THE CHURCHES 
1. A comparison. Interest and attendance in churches com-
pared with interest and attendance in worldly institutions. Illus-
trate: the churches and the picture shows. 
2. A valuable fact . Some interested and wide-awake members 
attend all the meetings of the church, join in all of its work, and, 
as Paul expresses it, are "ready unto every good work." (Tit. 
3: 1.) 
Now, the lack of interest and lethargy here noted show the 
state of the case-what is the cause of it? 
Illustrate: the physician and the disease-he seeks for the cause, 
knowing if he can remove the cause , the effect-the disease-
will cease. 
II. STATEMENT OF THE CAUSES OF DECLINE 
1. Getting away from God, the only source of spiritual life. 
Illustrate: getting away from the fire, you get cold. ( Psalm 10: 
4;John15:5.) 
2. Lack of genuine love for all the race regardless of birth, 
wealth, or social condition. Character alone should count here. 
3. The general tendency to worldliness. Three scriptures on 
worldliness : 
(1) God's will on it. (1 John 2: 15-17.) 
(2) A prophecy. (2 Tim. 3: 1-5.) 
( 3) The sad result . ( 1 Tim. 5 : 6.) 
• • • 
THE REMEDY FOR DECLINE IN CHURCHES 
Eph. 4: 16 
INTRODUCTION 
1. The famous Spanish writer, Miguel Cervantes, author of 
the world-renowned Don Quixote, says: "There is a remedy for 
all things but death, which will be sure to lay us out flat some 
time or other." We see the truth of that statement on all sides. 
2. Last Sunday we considered "The Cause of Decline in 
Churches," and today we are to consider the remedy. Illustrate: 
the physician-cause and effect-cause of disease removed, disease 
ceases. 
3. Hence, theme, "The Remedy for Decline in Churches"; and 
to this theme, attention is now directed. 
I. THE ONE GREAT AND ESSENTIAL PRINCIPLE 
1. The underlying fact in the decline of churches being, getting 
away from God, follows that the underlying fact in the remedy 
for such decline is in getting back to God; but the latter can never 
be till Christians appreciate love for God and for man. (Matt. 
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22: 37-39.) T his is the first step and the second step is equally 
essential. 
2. The second step in Matt. 6 : 33. Whenever and wherever 
these two steps are taken , all decline in churches will be remed ied 
and they will increase in number and power more and more . 
That is the essential principle now. 
II. THE INGREDIENTS WH ICH CONSTITUTE THE REMEDY 
1. See text . "All the body" ( the church ) must be "fitly framed 
and knit together" ; its member s must become a unit "as one man." 
(Neh. 8 : 1.) 
2. This is accomplished by two things: 
( 1) "That which every joint [ every memb er] supplieth." 
(2) "The working in due measure of each several part"-each 
member. Hence, every member of the church is actively and 
jointly engaged in all lines of work with every other member : 
Thi s is "the remedy ," and-
3. Then comes the gra nd result which God is also careful to 
tell us : "T he increase of th e body unt o the building up of it self 
in love." 
• • • 
THE BIBLE DOCTRINE CONCERNING UNTAUGHT 
QUESTIONS 
2 Tim. 2: 23 
INTRODUCTION 
1. In making even a divine revelation to mankind , one of two 
things was necessary and inevitab le. Either ( 1) God would have 
to reveal all things to man; or (2 ) he would have to reveal only 
a part of all things and thu s draw th e line between what is re-
vea led and what is not revealed. This conclusion is so self-
eviden t that it needs no argument . 
2. Well, God chose the latter cour se ; hence, there are now and 
always have been questions on which there is no teaching in the 
Bible-no revelation from God- untau ght questions; and the pur-
pose now is to call att e~tion to the Bible doctrine concerning such 
ques tions . W hat does the Bible say for us to do with th em ? 
Does it say anything about them at all? If so, what? 
3. The Bible not only speaks about such questions , but tells us 
specifically what to do with th em; and th e purpose now is to call 
att ention to the Bible doctrine on this line of questions . 
I. THE LIN E AS DrvINEL Y DRAWN BETWEEN THE Two CLASSES 
OF THINGS 
1. See Deut . 29 : 29. 
2. See J er. 23 : 25-30. 
3. See Ezek. 22: 28. 
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II. THE ONE DIVINE RULE FOR THE OBSERVANCE OF THIS PRIN-
CIPLE 
l. Found in three passages . 
( 1) See Deut . 29: 29. 
(2) See 2 Tim. 4: 1, 2. 
(3) See Rev. 22: 18, 19. 
2. Then , text. (2 Tim. 2: 23.) 
3. Illu strations : 
( 1) Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. 
(2) The second coming of Christ. 
( 3) Har-Magedon. 
( 4) Moses on opinion. ( N um. 9: 6-8.) 
• • • 
FOOT WASHING AND THE LORD'S SUPPER 
Luke 22: 19; John 13: 14, 15 
INTRODUCTION 
l. There are three significant statements of Jesu s here which 
should have spec ial attention: 
( 1) "I then, the Lord and the Teacher, have washed your feet." 
(2) "Ye also ought to wash one another's feet ." 
( 3) "I have given you an example, that ye also should do as I 
have done to you." 
2. Hence, that foot washing in some sense, is commanded, is 
simply a matter of fact. See the language . 
3. The purpose today is to try to learn the lesson here tau ght; 
and to this theme, attention is now invited. 
I. THE COMMANDS To WASH FEET AND TO EAT TI-IE Lo1m's 
SUPPER 
l. The custom to wear sandals. 
2. The feet dusty and tired. 
3. Custom to wash feet on ente ri11g a home. ( See Gen . 18 : 
1-4; 19: 1, 2; 43: 24; Judge s 19: 21; 1 Tim . 5: 10.) 
4. The command to eat the supper was no custom, but the orig-
inati on of a new ordinance. 
II. FooT WASHING RECOGNIZED AMONG Goon WoRKS 
1. The case in Luke 7 : 36-50. 
2. Where the New Te sta ment places it. ( l Tim. 5: 10.) 
( 1) Bringing up children. 
(2) Using hospitality . 
( 3) Washing the saint s' feet. 
( 4) Relievin g the afflicted. 
( 5) Fo llowing every good work. 
3. Hence, it stands with any and :ill acts o f humbl e serv ice one 
to another. 
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CHRISTIANS HAVING THE MIND OF CHRIST 
Phil. 2: 5 
INTRODUCTION 
1. In all such connection as this, the term mind as here used 
denotes disposition , purpose or bent of life. Hence, as here, any-
thing attributed to Chr ist's mind signifies his disposition, purpose 
or bent of life . In fact, in the original , the term is not in the noun, 
but in the verb form, and it literally tells Christians to mind, be 
concerned or be careful as Christ was . 
2. Now , since Christians are thus admonished to have Christ's 
mind , it means they are admonished to have his disposition, pur-
pose or bent of life, that they be intent on imitating him. 
3. Hence, our theme, "Christians Having the Mind of Christ," 
to which attention is now invited. 
I. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MIND OF CHRIST 
1. His sublime humility . See the context. Equal with God, yet 
how he regarded it . His condescension. (2 Cor. 8: 9; compare 
John 17: 5.) 
2. His sympathy with the sorrowing. (See John 11: 35, and 
the entire context.) 
3. His thought of doing only good for men. ( Acts 10: 38; 
compare Matt. 4: 23.) 
4. His antipathy toward all wrong . See his challenge. (John 
8: 46.) 
5. His firmness in contending for the truth. See his debate 
with the Je ws (John 8); his trial before Pilate (Matt. 27: 2; 
John 18: 19). 
II. How CHRISTIANS MAY HAVE THIS MIND 
1. By cultivating the spirit of humility. 
2. By showing sympathy with the sorrowing. 
3. By always doing good and never evil to men. 
4. By being committed against all wrong. 
5. By firmness in contending for the truth. ( 1 Tim. 6: 12, and 
Jude 3.) How easy to depart from it, and how many do ! ( See 
2 Cor . 11 : 3.) 
• • • 
MAN'S DUTY AND MAN'S DESTINY 
Rom. 6: 16 
I NTRODUCTION 
1. According to th is plain language, sin leads man into death . 
This does not mean physical death , but death spiritu al and eternal. 
2. Men are prone to judge these things by huma n sentiment and 
feeling. T his is a very misleading standard . 
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3. Hence, the subject for this evening is "Man's Duty and 
Man's Destiny"; and to this theme, attention is now invited. 
I. THE PRINCIPLE OF THE DIVINE JUDGMENT 
1. What it is not. It is not a case of God's punishing men 
merely because they disobeyed. Illustrate: see the courts. The 
judge or jury can turn one loose whether guilty or not guilty. 
God's judgment is not like that. 
2. What it is. What they sow, they reap. (Gal. 6: 7.) 
3. Hence , Matt. 25 : 46, "These shall go away into punishment" 
-not sent arbitrarily . They chose to go there and they go. 
II. JEHOVAH'S APPEAL TO MEN 
1. See Isa. 45 : 22. 
2. See 2 Pet . 3: 9. 
3 . . See John 5: 40. 
Hence, men fix their own destiny. God and Christ and the 
Holy Spirit and holy angels all want them to be saved. 
• • • 
CONTENDING FOR THE FAITH 
Jude 3 
INTRODUCTION 
1. In this very instructive and significant passage, there are 
four prominent elements : 
( 1) "The faith." 
(2) Contending earnestly for "the faith." 
( 3) The faith thus described was once for all delivered unto 
the saints. 
( 4) An inspired apostle was constrained to write and urge 
Christians "to contend earnestly for the faith ." 
2. It would be difficult to find in smaller compass so many great 
things . 
3. Hence, our theme, "Contending Earnestly for the Faith." 
I. A BIBLE DEFINITIQN OF THE FAITH 
1. In general , faith is the belief of testimony . Illustrate: a 
man's honor and reliability; existence of the city of London. 
2. "The faith" is that which has been "revealed" in the Bible. 
( Gal. 3 : 23-25.) 
3. Its metes and bound s are the word of God. (Rom . 10: 17 ; 
John 20: 30, 31.) 
4. Hence , as far as God's word goes, this faith can go ; and 
where that word stops , thi s faith stops. Confined exclusiv ely to 
a "Thus saith the Lord." · 
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II. THE CHR ISTIAN ' S CONTENTION FOR THIS FAITH 
1. Must "contend" for it. A positive requirement. 
2. Mus t "contend" for it "earnestly." 
3. Mu st contend for it with out addition , subtraction or modifi-
cation. 
4. Hence, this text rul es out all contention for human wisdom, 
op1110ns, and speculations and confines us to thi s word of God 
alone. 
• • • 
THE MARKS OF THE IDEAL CHRISTIAN 
Col. 1: 10; Rom. 12: 3-9 
INTROD U CTION 
1. The id~al Christian is what every Chri stian ought to striv e 
to be. The marks of such a Christian are abundant proof of this 
propositi on. 
2. An "ic' ~al" is a "perfect example." It is a model to be 
copied. 
3. Hence, our theme, "The Marks of the Ideal Christian." 
I. THE IDEAL CHRISTIAN DEFINED 
1. On e "filled with the knowledge of his will,.'-God's will . 
(Col. 1: 9.) 
2. On e who walks "worthily of the Lord." ( Col. 1 : 10.) 
3. One who is "bearing fruit in every good work." ( Col. 1: 
10.) Ill ustrate: visiting the sick. the dying, back slider, the alien . 
4. On e who is "increasing in th e kn owledge of God." (Col. 
.1 : 10.) Not a stand still. 
5. One who is "st rengt hened with all power , accord ing to th e 
migh t of his glory"-God' s glory. (Col. 1: 11.) 
6. One who ha s "a ll pati ence and longsuffering with joy; giving 
thank s unt o the Fat her." ( Col. 1: 11, 12.) 
II . THE R ES UL TS 
1. Such a Christian gives light to the world . 
2. Snch a Chri stian is th e salt of the earth. 
• • • 
(Matt. 5: 14.) 
(Matt. S: 13.) 
THE CERTAINTY OF A FUTURE LIFE AS A MOTIVE 
TO RELIGIOUS ACTIVITY 
Job 14: 14; 2 Cor. 5: 1 
I NTRODUCTTO N 
1. Amo ng all the motives to religiou s serv ice held out in the 
Bible, one of the profoundest , most delightfui and soul-sa tisfy ing 
is the cert ainty of a future Ii fe . 
l 
I 
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2. From the text ju st read , we see that the ancient world , as 
far back as Job 's day , anxiously propounded the question: "If 
a man die , shall he live again?" And who does not somet imes ask 
the que stion? Esp ecially in view of the sor rows, pain s, and dis-
appointments of thi s lif e. We are some tim es forced to say: "If a 
man is not to live again, then why should he hav e lived at all?" 
3. The purpo se o f the sermon today is to consider the certainty 
of a futur e life , an d to view it as a motive to religious service; 
and to this inviting them e, att enti on is now invited . 
The subject divides itself naturally into two lines of th ought: 
the facts of reason and the facts of revelation. 
I. THE FACTS OF REASON 
1. The "inner longing" impla nted in men. 
2. Th e testimony of heathen philosophers . Give quotation 
here . 
II. THE FACTS OF REVELATION 
1. The testimony of Paul. (2 Cor. 5: 1, 2; Phil. 1: 23, 24; 
Col. 3 : 3, 4; 1 Thess . 4: 13.) 
2. Th e testimony of Luke . ( Luk e 16: 19-31. ) 
3. The testimony of J ohn. CJ ohn 14 : 1-3 ; 1 Joh n 3 : 2.) 
• • • 
WHAT THE BIBLE REVEALS ABOUT THE LIFE 
BEYOND 
Luke 20: 35, 36 
I NTRODUCTION 
1. That there is a lif e beyond death-that aft er men die, they 
live again-we saw on last Sund ay it clea rly taugh t by th e com-
bined facts of both rea son and revelation . Vl/e saw that a longing 
fo r such a lif e i stamped upon the human soul on the one hand ; 
and is pr omised in the Bible , on the other. 
2. But, afte r this qu estion has been sat isfactor ily answered. 
another one of equal intere st presses upon us for an answe r. Of 
what will that lif e consist ? In wha t way will its inhabit ants be 
employed? What does the Bible reve al concerning the nature 
and conditions of that Ii fe ? 
3. T o this very inter esting question, you r attentio n is now 
inv ited . 
I. THE I NHABITANTS WrLL BE CONSCIOUS. (Luke 16.) 
II. THEY CAN CONVERSE WITH EACH OTHER. (Luke 16.) 
III. THERE ARE J ovs AND PLEASURES THERE. (Psalm 16: 11 ; 
Luk e 15: 7, 10.) 
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IV. THE GLIMPSES PAUL GoT OF IT MADE HIM ANxrnus TO 
ENTER UPON IT. (Phil. 1: 23; 2 Cor. 12: 2-7.) 
V. !Ts INHABITANTS NEVER DIE. (Luke 20: 36 ; 1 Cor. 15: 26; 
Rev. 21: 4.) 
• • • 
"WHERE ARE THE NINE?" 
Luke 17: 17 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Among all the fine graces which adorn human character , the 
·beautiful grace of gra titude is among the most prominent. On 
the other hand , one of the more repulsive traits is ingratitude. 
2. Now , the healing of these ten lepers with the results is given 
by Jesus to illustrate these two things and to show the great 
danger of ingratitude. 
3. Let us ask in which class does our Savior's language locate 
us this morning? Are we among "the nine," or with the "one"? 
Hence ; our theme, "Where Are the Nine?" and to this theme, 
attention is now invited. 
I. THE TEN LEPERS HEALED 
1. The disease. Corrosive , repulsive, and incurable by man. 
2. Ten of them meet Jesus and cry to him for mercy. 
3. The healing. (See Lev. 14: 1-7.) 
4. The result. 
( 1) One showed gratitude. 
(2) Nine were indifferent . 
(3) The searching stat ement and question of Jesus: "\Vere 
not the ten cleansed? but where are the nine?" 
II . THE HEALED LEPERS REPRESENT SAVED SINNERS 
1. With the lepers, the grateful and the ungrateful were as one 
to nine. A sad situation. 
2. With saved sinners-members of the church-the propor-
tion of the grateful and the ungrateful is substantially the same. 
See two facts : 
( 1) Many members continually slight some of the meetings 
and work of the church, taking no part in them at all, and Jesus 
is thundering into their ears : "Where are the nine?" 
(2) Only a part of the church engages actively in all its work, 
and Jesus continues his question : "\Vhere are the nine?'.' 
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THE CHRISTIAN HOME, THE WORLD'S GREATEST 
NEED 
Gen. 18: 19; Eccl. 12: 9-14 
INTRODUCTION 
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1. This passage is highly complimentary to Ab raham and his 
home. It declares that he would "command his children and his 
household after him," and that they would "keep the way of Je-
hovah, to do righteousnes s and ju stice." 
2. It all means that Abraham's home would be a model home-
a home in which "righteousness and justice" would prevail. 
3. Thus, it introduces the subject of the home , and hence the 
subject of the serm on today is, "The Christian Home, the Wor ld's 
Greatest Need" ; and to thi s, attention is now invit ed. 
I. THE MEANING OF THE C HR ISTIAN HOME 
1. It is a home presided over by Chri stians . 
2. Its children are trained up in the fear of God. 
3. It s members love each other and all mankind. 
4. Th ey practice the Golden Rule. (Matt. 7: 12.) 
5. They make God's kingdom and his righteo usnes s first before 
all things. 
II. THE TRUE-WEALTH OF THE NATIONS 
1. The money value of nations . Not mere millions , but billions . 
2. Its young men and young women. Worldliness. 
3. Its schools , colleges, and universities. Yale, H arvard , Prince-
ton, Columbia , John s Hopkins, Vanderbilt, etc. 
4. In case of one like this nation , its vast business . 
5. Now , suppose all these were Christian. 
The Christian home is the bulwark of the world's safety. 
• • • 
CARRIED ABOUT WITH WINDS OF DOCTRINE 
Eph. 4: 14 
INTRODUCTION 
l. Thi s figure of speech , based on the blowing of the wind , 
is very significant. As a straw , a feather or other light substance 
is blown hither and tli.ither by the wind , so men sometimes are 
swayed and carried about by the false teachings of men . 
2. Practically all false teachers have some followers . No mat -
ter how foolish or absurd a doctrine may be, there is always some-
body to follow it. 
3. Hen ce, the admonit ion in the text to which attenti on is now 
invited . 
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I. THE SAVIOR'S WARNING 
1. See Matt. 15: 7-9. 
2. Then, hear Paul. (Col. 2: 20-22; Tit. 1: 14.) 
II. DOCTRINES OF MEN 
1. "Christian Science." 
2. Instantaneous conversion. 
3. The power to heal. 
• • • 
HOW TO BE STRONG IN THE LORD 
Eph. 6: 10 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Christ ian s sometimes say they are weak and cannot do much. 
We have all presumably heard them say this. 
2. Then, here is a "command" which they should obey: "Be 
strong in the Lord." How can they do this? 
3. The purpose now is to give the Bible answer to this question. 
I. THE INSPIRED COMMAND: "PUT ON THE WHOL E ARMOR OF 
GoD" 
1. It is a battle "not against flesh and blood." 
2. What it is against. 
( 1) "Principalities." 
(2) "Powers ." 
( 3) "World rulers of darkness ." 
( 4) "Ho sts of wickedness." 
3. This show s that the Christian life is a great struggle. 
II. Tr-rn CHRIS TIAN SOLDIER AND GoD's ARMOR 
1. Thus, Christians are "soldiers," and must fight. 
2. Their armor. 
(1) The gird le of "truth." 
(2) "The breastplate of righteousness ." 
( 3) "Feet shod," etc. 
( 4 ) "Shield of faith." 
( S) "Helmet of salvation." 
(6) "The sword of th e Spirit, which is the word of God." 
• • • 
THE FUNCTION OF F&EEDOM IN RELIGION 
John 8: 31-36; Gal. 5: 1 
I NT RODU CTIO N 
1. Th e term "fr eedom" is a relativ e term. This fact is illus-
trated both in the Bible use of it. and in its use in the languag e 
of men in general. 
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2. In our country, one of the most significant uses of it in the 
general parlance of men is in connecti on with African slavery. 
Colored men were owned by white men, and hence were in bond-
age to them until Lincoln's emancipation proclamation went into 
effect and set them free. 
3. Hence, our theme, "The Function of Freedom in Religion." 
I. THERE ARE Two KINDS OF BOTH BONDAGE AND OF FREEDOM 
IN RELIGION 
1. The two kinds of bondage. 
( 1) The bondage to sin. (Rom. 6: 6; Gal. 4: 8; Acts 8: 23.) 
(2) The bondage to righteousness. (Rom. 6: 18.) 
2. The two kinds of freedom. 
( 1) The freedom from sin. ( Rom. 6: 18.) 
( 2) The freedom from righteousness. ( Rom. 6 : 20.) 
II. CHRISTIANS ARE BOTH BOND SERVANTS AND FREEMEN 
1. Bond servants of righteou sness. (Rom. 6: 17.) 
2. Freemen from sin. ( Gal. 5 : 1.) 
3. Hence, no such thing as absolute liberty . 
( 1) Man has the liberty to do anything that is right, but noth-
ing that is wrong. . 
(2) Man is in bondage to nothing that is wrong, but to every-
thing that is right. 
• • • 
PURE AND UNDEFILED RELIGION 
James 1: 26, 27 
INTRODUCTION 
1. The Bible definition of religion implies that religion may 
not always be pure and undefiled . Hence, a system may be a 
system of religion and yet be corrupt and unworthy of man's 
faith and practice. 
2. See the context. "If any man thinketh himself to be reli-
gious," etc. Thu s true and false religions in the world. Even 
Chri stianity may be perverted into a false system, etc. 
3. The purpose now is to set forth the Bible representation of 
pure and undefiled religion; and to this theme , attention is now 
invited. 
I. THE BIBLE DEFINIT ION OF PURE AND UNDEFILED RELIGION 
In general terms , it consists of two things : 
1. "To visit the fatherless and widows in their affiiction." 
2. "To keep oneself unsp otted fr om the world." 
Two word s here vitally significant-"visit ," "unspotted ." 
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IL DESCRIPTION OF A CHURCH WITH PURE AND U NDEFlLED RE-
LIGION 
This church is that now in a good measure; but I want to see 
it become such a church in full measure. 
All its members , like the members of a beehive, all going back 
and forth, hither and thither, doing good to men-the sick, the 
poor, the troubled. 
• • • 
COUNTING ALL THINGS LOSS FOR CHRIST 
Phil. 3: 7, 8; Matt. 16: 24-28 
INTRODUCTION 
1. We certainly have here a very broad and sweeping declara-
tion . It is not only made by a man of rare intellectual endow-
ments, but by a man who was inspired of God. Hence, it com-
mends our unreserved confidence. 
2. Paul is the man in the case; and a careful study of it will 
give us a correct idea of this great apostle of God. 
3. The theme deduced fr om the case is : "Counting All Things 
Loss for Christ"; and to this theme, attention is now invited. 
I . THE THINGS WHICH THE APOSTLE PAUL CouNTED Loss FOR 
c~~ . 
1. All the things that were gain to him. How does that strike 
you? 
( 1) High position as a member of the aristocratic sect of the 
Pharisees. 
(2) The favor and good will of this sect. 
( 3) All the money compensation that would thus come to him. 
2. All other things that stood in the way of his gaining Christ. 
Illustrate: Paul put in the balance on one side all other things, 
and on the other side Christ, and Christ with him outweighs 
all else. 
II. THE THINGS WmcH ALL CHRISTIANS SHOULD CouNT Loss 
FOR CHRIST 
1. Personal favor with men, if need be. 
2. Popularity with the world. (John 15: 18, 19.) 
3. Their own wills. (John 4: 34 ; 6: 38.) 
Let us say and mean every word of it as we say it : 
"Through floods and flames if Jesus leads, 
I'll follow where he goes ; 
Hinder me not shall be my cry, 
Though earth and hell oppose." 
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THE CHRISTIAN'S COMPLETE CONSECRATION TO 
SERVICE 
1 Chron. 29: 5; 1 Thess. 5: 23, 24 
INTRODUCTION 
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1. He re are three solemn requirements of every child of God. 
( 1) To "willingly consecrate himself to God." 
(2.) To thus consecrate himself "wholly" in "spirit and soul 
and body." 
( 3) That thus he "may be perfe ct and entire , lacking in noth-
ing." (Jame s 1: 4.) 
2. With reverence let us ask, could ever God himself speak 
more plainly and solemnly to his children? In substance, he not 
only commands them to consecrat e them selves "willingly" and 
"wholly" to his service, but to do thi s that they "may be perfec t 
and entire, lacking in nothing." 
3. He nce, our theme, "The Chri stian's Complete Consecration 
to Service"; and to this them e, attention is now invited. 
I. THE MEANING OF CONSECRATION TO GoD 
1. The Hebrew term means "to fill one's hand to Jehovah"; 
namely, "with .abundant offering s" to him. 
2. Hence, the Latin "consecr ate"- con and sacrare-meaning 
to "set apart" or "devote to God 's service"-is a good rendering . 
Hence: 
II. THE CHRIST IAN's CoNsECRATION MusT BE COMPLETE 
1. It includes the whole man-body, soul, and spirit. 
( 1) Our "feet" must be consecrated to God. ( Psalm 17: 5, 
and other such passages.) 
(2) Our "hands." (Eccles. 9: 10.) 
(3) Our "eyes ." (1 John 2: 15-17.) 
(4) Our "ears." (Mark 4: 24.) 
(5) Our "tongues." (James 3: 2-12.) 
2. Every child of God thus consecrated is "ready unto every 
good work." (Tit . 3: 1.) 
3. And thus consecrated we can consistently sing Doane's beau-
tiful words: "I am thin e, 0 Lord, I have heard thy voice," etc. 
• • • 
THE VALUE OF TRUE KNOWLEDGE 
Hos. 4: 6 
INTRODUCTION 
1. In the immediate context, the prophet mak es two very sig-
nificant declarations : ( 1) "There is no truth, nor goodness, nor 
knowledge of God in the land." (2) Theri is "swearing and 
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breaking faith , and killing , and stealing, and committ ing adu ltery." 
(H os. 4 : 1, 2.) 
2. That is certainly a fearfu l picture. But see over our country 
at pre sent! 
3. Hence , the purp ose of thi s sermon is to show two thin gs: ( 1) 
That the right kind of knowledge is good for people. (2) That 
the wrong kind is bad for them ; and hence our theme , "The Value 
of True Knowledge"; and to this theme, attention is now invited. 
I. THE DE FINITION OF TR UE KNOWLEDGE 
1. Not mere histor ic knowledge . See how much we can know 
that is of no value. 
2. It is not mere theoretical knowledg e. Mere theor ies are not 
demonstrated truth. 
3. It is not mere scientific knowledge . This is valuable, but 
not the tru e knowledge spoken of in our text. 
4. In John 17: 3 the true knowledge is declar ed to consist of 
two thing s: ( 1) A knowledge of "the only true God." (2) A 
knowl edge of "Jesus Christ" whom God sent into the world. 
II. THE RELATION OF Sm TO MA N's DESTRUCTION 
1. Unless forgiven , sin will kill the soul. (Rom . 6: 23.) What 
fearful "wa ges" ! 
2. But forgiveness is only through Christ. (2 Cor. S: 17.) 
"If." 
3. Hence, the true knowledge , the only way , is stated by Jesus 
in John 14: 6. This knowledg e and this way will lead to eternal 
life. 
• • • 
CHRISTIANS LOOKING CAREFU LLY HOW THEY WALK 
Eph. 5: 15 
INTR ODUCTIO N 
1. This is a very plain and a very significant admonition . Quote 
and emphasize . 
2. Any prope rly thought ful person can see th at if Christians 
were in no danger of fall ing and being finally lost, no such lan-
guage could prope rly be here . Quote and emphasize again . 
3. Hence, the purpose today is to set forth and emphasize the 
great lesson here taught ; and to this theme, attention is now 
invited. 
I. AN ANALYS I S OF THE LANG U AGE 
It says to Chr istians the following thing s : 
1. "Look. " 
2. "Look carefully." 
3. "Look carefully how ye walk. " 
Thi s is cert ainly a significant outline of the Christian's conduct. 
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IL THE LESSON AND I TS VALUE 
1. They must not only look carefully how they walk, but they 
mu st walk in the right way. 
2. They could walk in the wrong way and yet look carefully 
how they walk. 
3. Hence , they should watch: 
(1) Their thoughts. ( Matt. 15 : 11.) 
(2) Their words. (Matt. 12: 37.) 
( 3) Their deeds. ( 1 Cor. 10: 31.) 
• • • 
DISCIPLES OF CHRIST 
John 15: 8 
I N TRODUCTION 
1. Paul declares ( 1 Cor . 1 : 24) that Chri st is the wisdom of 
God. Then in verse 30 he says, Chr ist is "made unto us wisdom , 
and righteousne ss, and sanctifi cation , and red emption." 
2. To become a disciple of Christ, ther efore, is to reach the 
highe st possible position in this life. Th e term "disciple" de-
fined-a learner. Show what is involved. See the eunuch's 
question to Philip. ( Acts 8: 34.) 
3. Let us look into the matter of being disciples of Christ. 
I. SOME FUNDAMENTAL CONDITIONS 
1. Condition of.di scipleship . (John 8 : 31.) 
2. Condition of the world' s knowl edge of our disciple ship . 
(John 13: 35.) 
II. TI -IE SIMPLICITY A ND ONEN ESS OF CHRISTIAN DISCIPLESHIP 
1. Simplicity of the orders for making and becoming disciples. 
( Matt. 28: 18-20.) 
2. Record in the Bible of how these ord er s were car ried out. 
3. Work for disciples today. 
I N TRODU CTION 
• • • 
POWER WITH GOD 
Gen. 32: 28; Hos. 12: 3, 4 
1. Th e very thought of having power with God suggests a sub-
lime attainment. When we think of who God is, his wisdom, 
power , and goodness , what a sublime and loft y achievement it is 
to be able to have power with him! 
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2. Let us all ask the question: Have we power with God today? 
Have I ? Ha ve you? If not, why not? Do you feel sur e when 
you go to God you can pr evail with him ? 
3. Let us see what it is to have power with God, and whether 
we have it. 
I. WHAT IT Is NoT 
1. Not physical force. (Job 40: 9.) 
2. Not a matter of mental energy . (Job. 38: 4.) 
II. WHENCE IT Is, AND WHAT IT Is 
1. It comes of God's promise . God puts himself under bond 
to yield to man on certain conditions. ( 1 John 5 : 14.) 
2. It comes of our relationship to God. He is the Father and 
we are his children. Illustrate : the child's tear; the stranger's 
tear. 
III. THE CONDITIONS 
1. Simple unwavering faith. (John 14: 12, 13.) 
2. Do his will. (John 9: 31.) 
3. Fixed resolve and importunity. (Gen. 32 : 26.) 
• • • 
THE THINGS THAT ARE EXCELLENT 
Phil. 1: 10 
INTRODUCTION 
1. This admonition shows that there are two classes of things 
we may approve--thi ngs excellent and things not excellent . We 
are admonished to approve the former . 
2. Please note this , although the Philippian church was one 
of the best churches of New T estament times, yet it needed this 
admonition; and how much mor e you and I need it! 
3. Hence , the purpose now is to point out some of the excellent 
things which Christians should approve; and to this theme, atten-
tion is now invited . 
I. THE IMPORTANCE OF DI SCRI M INATION IN APPROVIN G THINGS 
1. On all lines of both thought and action , the re are two classes 
of things-right and wrong. 
2. Hence, the heart-the fountain-should be guarded. ( See 
Matt. 15: 19, 20.) 
II. SOME OF THE THINGS THAT ARE EXCELLENT 
1. Humility. ( See Phil. 2 : 5-9.) See why he is "exalted." 
2. Courage-ph ysical and moral. Lindbergh has both . See 
the difference . Illu strate : a soldier, brave as a Spartan in battle, 
may be a moral coward . 
3. Loyalty to the Lord . Ex change this for nothi ng. 
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4. Enthusiasm for the best. Be in earne st as a Christian. 
Suppose every member will see to it that he or she is present at 
every meeting and active in all the work of the church. 
• • • 
THE REFLEX INFLUENCE OF GOOD RESOLUTIONS 
Phil . 3: 12-16 
I NTRODUCTIO N 
1. It is both natural and proper at the beginning of a new year 
to think of wha t we hope to do, and it is equa lly proper , at such 
time s, to form resolutions. 
2. Permit me to say right at the· threshold of our investigation 
that it is a good habit to make good resolutions in good faith. 
Even if somet hing una voidab le prevents their execution, yet it 
was good to make them and thu s cultivate the habit of proper 
purpose. 
3. Hence, our theme, "The Reflex Influence of Good Resol u-
tions" ; and to this theme , attention is now invited. 
I. SOME RESOLUTIONS PROPER FOR ALL CHRISTIANS 
1. Personally and individually every Christi an ought to say: 
"I resolve to make the best possible use of every opportunity for 
doing good." ( See Gal. 6: 10.) Hence , what such a resolution 
means for every member, young and old, men and women, boys 
and girls. 
2. In cooperat ion with others every Christian ought to say: "I 
resolve to do my best in standing by the churc h in all its meet-
ings and in all it s work." 
3. Having made these resolutions , every Christian ought to say: 
"From time to time , I will pray to God to help me carr y out 
the se resolutions faithfully ." This will make us tr y the harder 
to carry them out in good faith. 
II . THE REFLEX INFL UENC E OF S ucH RESOLUTIONS 
1. So being sincere, you will do your very best to carry out 
these re solutio ns. 
2. This of it self will make you happy and make you conscious 
that you are thus a better man or a better woman-a better boy, 
or a better girl. 
3. Finally , such resoluti ons faithfully executed will make us 
like Je sus our Lord , of whom Peter says: "Who went about doing 
good." (Acts 10 : 38.) Referring to his sufferings, coupled with 
his good deeds for others, Peter further says: "Leaving you an 
examp le, that ye should follow his steps." ( 1 Pet. 2 : 21.) 
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HOW TO HA VE A SUCCESSFUL REVIVAL 
Matt. 5: 13-16; Tit. 3: 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1. On this last Sunday before our meeting begins, let us con-
sider the question: "How to Have a Successful Revival." Of 
course, this question vitally concerns every member and all should 
be deeply interested in its answer. 
2. Already the meeting is well advertised, and what now re-
mains is to make it a success. 
3. Hence, our theme, "How to Have a Successful Revival"; 
and to this theme, attention is now invited . 
I. IN Two DECLARATIONS, THE LoRD FURNISHES THE KEY TO 
SuccEss 
1. "We must work ... while it is day: the night cometh when 
no man can work." (John 9: 4.) 
2. "Let your light shine before men; that they may see your 
good works." (Matt. 5: 16.) 
Note the two and compare them. 
II. THREE CONDITIONS OF A SUCCESSFUL MEETING 
1. "Put them in mind ... to be ready unto every good work." 
( See text, Tit. 3: 1.) Comprehensive. 
· 2. "That the man of God may be complete, furnished completely 
unto every good work." (2 Tim. 3: 17.) Again comprehensive. 
3. "Be ye stedfast, unmovable, always abounding in the work 
of the Lord." ( 1 Cor. 15: 58.) 
Note the three and compare them. 
• • • 
CHRISTIANS ARE MEMBERS ONE OF ANOTHER 
1 Cor. 12: 14-27; Rom. 12: 4, 5 
INTRODUCTION 
1. This passage distinctly declares two significant things: ( 1) 
That the human body has many members, but that all the mem-
ber s have not the same office. (2) That the body of Christ has 
many members , and that they are "severally members 0ne of an-
other." (Rom. 12: 4, 5.) 
2. The fact that all the members have not the same office is 
proof that each member has its own individual work to do. 
Significant. 
3. Now, in the midst of these interrelationships , Christians , 
we are told , are members one of another ; and it is to this theme 
that a~tention is now invited. 
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l. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE INSPIRED ILLUSTRATI.ON 
1. It is the human body. See its members: hands, feet , eyes, 
ears, mouth, nose. What each is for and does . No conflict. 
2. See 1 Cor. 12: 14-27. Each member fills its own place and 
does its own work. 
II. THE Two GREAT LESSONS IT CONTAINS 
1. The tender care each member should have for all the others. 
2. The importance of each member always filling its own place. 
• • • 
THE NEW BIRTH 
John 3: 7 
INTRODUCTION 
1. It is a remarkable fact that it is by a birth that we enter into 
the three great kingdoms or states of existence-the kingdom of 
nature or this world, the kingdom of God on earth, and the ever-
lasting kingdom of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. Of our 
mothers we are born into this world; of water and the Spirit into 
the kingdom of God on earth ; and from the dead into the ever-
lasting kingdom . Of the second of the se we are now to speak. 
2. The language of Christ to Nicodemus settles the question of 
the necessity or essentiality. Simply cannot enter the kingdom 
without it . Declared by some to be a mystery. 
3. Syllogism: ( 1) There are certain conditions with which, if 
we comply, we enter the kingdom . (2) But we cannot enter with-
out being born again. ( 3) Therefore somew here and sometime 
in compliance with these conditions we are born again. Illustrate: 
crossing stream . 
I. Tr-IE CONDI TIONS 
1. See Heb. 11 : 6; Luke 13: 3; Gal. 3: 27. At what point 
along th e process are we born? Two facts deserve notice. 
2. '0/e know we are born aga in when the last condition neces-
sary to entering the kingdom is complied with. 
3. But it cannot be thi s side of baptism for the reason that the 
birth process is said to include baptism-"born of water," etc.-
and it cannot be beyond baptism, for the reason that bapti sm 
introduce s us into the kingdom. 
II. THE PROCESS EXPLAINED 
1. The word of God is the divine principle by which men are 
renewed or born aga in. ( See 1 Cor. 4 : 15 ; James 1: 18; Luke 
8 : 11 ; 1 Pet. 1 : 22, 23.) 
2. When are we born again? Not tw o births, but one. Show 
fa lse th eory . 
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( 1) Not the moment we believe. (John 1 : 11, 12.) 
(2) Not when we repent. (Luke 13: 3.) 
(3) Not when we confess Christ. 
( 4) When baptized-for reason above given. 
3. The eighth verse. Thus (by hearing his voice) 1s "every 
one born of the Spirit." 
• • • 
THE GREAT SALVATION 
Heb. 2: 3 
INTRODUCTION 
1. This form of question is equivalent to an affirmation. State 
what and how. 
2. The passage reveals the fact, too, that the salvation referred 
to is a great salvation. 
3. The purpose of the sermon this evening is to note some of 
the things which constitute the greatness of this salvation. 
I. IT Is GREAT IN THE PERSON AND MISSION OF THE SAVIOR 
1. His person. God, man, eternity. 
2. His mission. Compared with that of Moses and all the 
prophet s, it rises far above all. 
II. IT Is GREAT IN THAT FROM WHICH IT SAVES 
1. See what sin has done and yet does. ( Matt. 11 : 28.) 
III. IT Is GREAT IN THAT TO WmcH IT SAVES 
1. Acquaintance with Abraham and all the servants of God, 
including the angels. 
2. At God's right hand-pleasures forevermore. 
• • • 
THE GOSPEL, ITS FACTS, COMMANDS, AND PROMISES 
1 Cor. 15: 1-4 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Among the numerous and various ways in which both per-
sons and things are classified, it is remark able how many of them 
fall under the head of a threefold division or classification. More-
over , it is further remarkable that this threefold division of things 
is recognized quite generally both in the Bible and outside of it. 
2. For example, take the following instances: 
( 1) We have the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit . 
(2) The body, the soul, and the spirit. 
( 3) The sun , moon , and stars. 
( 4) The patriarchal, Jewish, and Christian dispensations. 
( 5) History, poetry , and prophecy. 
(6) The animal, mineral, and vegetable kingdoms . 
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(7) The three primary elements-hydrogen, nitrogen, and 
oxygen. 
(8) Of time , past , prese nt, and future, etc. 
3. And it so happen s that the gospel has facts, commands, and 
promises. To these, attention is now called. 
I. THREE PROMINENT FACTS 
1. The death of Christ. 
2. The burial of Christ. 
3. The resurrection of Christ. 
II. THREE PROMINENT COMMANDS 
l. Faith. 
2. Repentance. 
3. Baptism. 
III. THREE PROMINENT PROMISES 
1. Remission of sins. 
2. The gift of the Spirit. 
3. The life eterna l. 
• • • 
THE OLD GOSPEL FOR THE NEW AGE-NO . 1 
Deut . 4: 2 
INTRODUCTION 
l. Th e erro neous conclusion is sometimes drawn that, because 
a thing is said in the Old Testament, it is not binding on us today. 
But this position is not only not correct , but it is very misleading . 
2. Whi le it is generally true that we are not to be governed by 
things because they are in th e Old Testament, yet it is also true 
that , to this rule, there are ver y important exceptions along two 
lines: ( 1) Morality. (2) The principles of obedience. 
3. Henc e, I select an Old T esta ment text for the sermon which 
I enti tle, "The Old Gospel for the New Age," because what is 
said in thi s text is as app licable to the peop le of the present day 
as it was to the people of ancient Israel. To the theme in hand 
then , attentio n is now invited. 
I. THE NEW AGE 
1. If it be corr ect to say that a new internation al adju stment 
of states and governments, with a new concepti on of ju stice and 
mercy with both accorded to all men regard less of nationality or 
environment, and with a new conception of God and his chur ch 
for all men , cons titu te a new age, then the people of the present 
day beyond all reasonable doubt, are just at the dawn of a new age. 
2. It, therefore , becomes the duty of all of us to adapt our-
selves to this new age and its new demands. Just here mistakes 
will become possible and even difficult to avoid. Henc e: 
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II. THE GOSPEL FOR THE NEW AGE 
1. See my text and apply. 
2. Of course, we must take advantage of the new conception 
of social life that is to follow and make the most of it, but hold 
on to the old gospel. 
3. What is called the "social gospel," and how , with the same 
old gospel, we should supply it, and see to it that the social side 
of Christianity is cultivated as never before. 
This is where such institutions as the Y. M. C. A. and the 
Y. W . C. A. succeed and the church fails. They supply the social 
element; and the church as such should also do it. 
• • • 
THE OLD GOSPEL FOR THE NEW AGE-THE QUESTION 
OF AUTHORITY-NO. 2 
Matt. 28: 18 
INTRODUCTION 
1. The question of autho rity is not only an important one in a 
general way, but it is primary and fundamental in all government . 
In fact, there can be no government at all in the proper sense of 
the word without both authority and the recognition of authority. 
2. This fact is illustrated in the family , in the church, in the 
state, and in the nation. The absence of either authority or the 
recognition of authority in any one of these realms will bring 
anarchy and ruin to all government and all order. 
3. Hence , pre-eminently in religion the question of authority 
is primary and fundamental ; and to a consideration of this ques-
tion, attention is now invited. 
I. THE LOCATION OF AUTHORITY 
1. It must be located somewhere and in somebody. Illustrate: 
the family. 
2. Wherever and in whomsoever it is located, it must be re-
spected and its mandate s must be obeyed before there can be 
proper government and, order . 
II. ALL PROPER.LY ORGANIZED GOVERNMENTS HAVE A HEAD AND 
AUTHORITY Is LocATED IN THE HEAD 
1. In an empire-in the emperor. 
2. In a kingdom-in the king . 
3. In a state-in the governor and legislature. 
4. In a republic - in the pr esident and congress . 
III. I N THE CHURCH oR IN RELIGION THERE Is A KING 
1. Christ is its king . 
2. Hence , he says: "All authority hath been given unto me in 
heaven and on earth." Thu s three conclusions follow: 
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( 1) His authority is not only supr eme, but univer sal and for all. 
(2) Every message and every word coming from him ha s upon 
it the stamp of rightful authority . 
( 3) No message and no word that does not bear this stamp is 
of proper authority among men. 
• • • 
THE OLD GOSPEL FOR THE NEW AGE-ORIGIN AND 
NATURE OF THE PRIMITIVE CHURCH-NO. 3 
Matt. 16: 18 
INTRODUCTION 
1. It is not unrea sonable to ask the question: If God be infinite 
in wisdom and power, why could he not make the Bible, as man's 
guide, so plain that there would be no differences and no divi sions 
among men about anything taught in it? Possibly he has so made 
it- if men all treat it prop erly as a guide. 
2. What the subject implies. See the word "primitive." See 
divisions, etc. 
3. The purpose now is to view the church as it was when it 
was origina ted-a s it was in the beginning. 
I. ·WHAT WAs ITs PERSONNEL? 
Answered by saying it was constituted of persons of whom 
three things were true : 
1. Those who believed in Christ. 
2. Were bapti zed into him. (See Gal. 3: 27 ; 1 Cor. 12: 13.) 
3. Were continuing in obedience to him. 
II . WHAT WAS IT IN ORGANIZATION AND GOVERNMENT? 
1. It was presided over by a board of elders or bishops. 
2. It had deacon s to serve tabl es and otherwise minister to the 
welfare of the membershi p. 
III. WHAT WAS IT IN WORK AND WORSHIP? 
1. It assembled on the first day of the week to ( 1) read the 
word , (2) exhort, ( 3) pray, ( 4) sing, ( 5) eat the Lord's Supper, 
and (6) contribute into a common trea sury. 
2. As to its work, by means of evangelists, it preached the 
gospel in new fields and formed other churches. It was not Bap-
tist, Methodist, Pre sbyterian , Episcopalian, etc . 
• • • 
THE OLD GOSPEL FOR THE NEW AGE-THE UNI-
VERSAL BROTHERHOOD OF MAN IN CHRIST-NO. 4 
Read Deut. 15: 7-11; Psalm 133: 1; Matt. 12: 50 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Among the different idea s brought to the front and empha-
sized by the great World War, there are two to which I wish to 
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call special atte ntio n this evening: ( 1) Th e union idea . ( 2 ) The 
broth erhood idea. The se two ideas are both beautiful and de sir-
able-will be admitt ed by all rationa l and righ t-th inking people . 
2. Almost anywhere we go in church meetings , th e social circle, 
the conduct of business affairs, and practically everywhere else 
we hea r men talk of the importanc e of getting toget her on the 
basis of brotherhood. We ll, this entire conception is beautiful 
and the cond ition of union which it contemplate s is desirable ; but 
how can thes e high and desirable ends be achi eved ? 
3. It is the purp ose of the sermon this evening to answer this 
quest ion. 
I. THE UNIVERSAL ADMISSION THAT STRENGTH COMES OF UNION 
1. Kentucky 's motto. 
2. It is seen to be true in all relationship s and concerning all 
things. Illu strate: bundle of little sticks; a drop of water and the 
great volume that pours over Niagara. 
II. THE BROTHERHOOD oF MEN rn CHRIST Is THE ONLY BRO TH -
ERHOOD THAT MEETS ALL LE GITIM ATE H U MAN WANTS 
1. It redu ces all to a common basis of fellowship-rich, poor , 
high , low-rega rdless of color, condition , nationality . 
2. It is the complete and utt er destruction of all selfishne ss. 
See the poor in th e lesson read. 
3. It is the complete and utte r destruction of all false ambition. 
In such a brotherh ood there can be no Alexander , Napoleon, nor 
Ho henzollern. Here alone can be truly realiz ed: "Blest be the 
tie that binds," etc . 
Two men both doing the will of God can never clash. Same 
with two million or any oth er numb er. 
• • • 
THE OLD GOSPEL FOR THE NEW AGE-THE GREAT 
COMMISSION-ITS LAW OF PARDON-NO . 5 
I NTRODUCTION 
1. The term "commission," as used here this evening, means a 
charge with directions for its execution. By "the Great Commis-
sion," so-called by way of pre-eminence , is meant the final great 
charge given by the Lord Jesus to his apos tles for the proclama-
tion of th e gospel to the whole world . 
2. We have a record of thi s commiss ion by Matthew , Mar k, 
Luke , and J ohn. ( Matt . 28: 18-20 ; Ma rk 16: 15, 16; Luke 24 : 
45-47 ; J ohn 20: 21-23.) How to get thi s commission and its 
term s compl ete. Examine all witnesses. 
3. The special purpose thi s even ing is to call attent ion to the 
law of pard on contained in this commission. 
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I. WHAT THE Fo u R WIT NESSE S DECL ARE 
1. Matthew: ( 1) teaching , (2 ) bapti sm. 
2. Mark : ( 1) preaching , (2 ) faith, ( 3) bapti sm, (4) salvation . 
3. Luke: (1) preaching , (2) repentan ce, (3) remi ssion of sins. 
4. John : ( 1) forgiven ess of sins, (2) retention of sins. 
II . THE S UM MARY OF TESTIMONY 
1. Teaching or preaching the gosp el to men . 
2. Faith. 
3. Repentance. 
4. Baptism. 
5. Salvation or remission of sins. 
6. Condemnation or nonforgivenes s. 
III. THREE THINGS TO REMEMBER 
1. Per sons who do as here directed are promi sed salvati on. 
2. Persons who stop to ask if the y cannot be saved in omitting 
some of these things should be told that no such promise is made. 
3. This law of pardon was to continue to the end of th e Chris-
tian age , and hence , we mu st make no chang e in it . 
• • • 
THE EVIDENCE OF PARDON, OR HOW PERSONS MAY 
KNOW THEIR SINS HA VE BEEN FORGIVEN 
Rom. 8: 16 
IN TRODU CTION 
1. Th e evidence of pard on, or how per sons may know th eir 
sins ar e for given , introduce s th e que stion of testimony . The 
fa cts by which we know th at a th ing is true are to us the evidence 
of its truthfulne ss. 
2. Mo reover , th e testim ony requir ed in the proo f of proposi-
tions di ffers in kind accordin g to the propo sitions themselves. 
As is th e propos ition in kind , so must be th e test imony in it s proo f. 
Illu str ate : ( 1) a problem in geometr y; (2) whether W ashin gton 
ever lived. 
3. Th e pur pose now is to show that the pardon of sins is a 
moral prop osition and th at th e testimony in its proo f is also 
m or al ; and , hence, that it is upon moral testim ony th at we are to 
believe we are forgiven ; and to this theme, att enti on is now in-
vited. 
I. T HE P LACE OF PA RDON 
1. Not in man. Fund amental mistake. 
2. In God. Sh ow how compelled to be. 
3. Stat e th e pro position : H ow may we know God has forgiven 
our sins ? Illu strate: govern or' s pa rdon. 
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II. T HE TESTIMONY T HAT IT HAS TAKEN PLACE 
1. Two witnesse s-Holy Spirit and man's spirit. 
2. Testimony of the Holy Spirit . 
( 1) It specifies certain steps to be taken to become a child of 
God . 
(2) It testifies that in taking these, one is forgiven. 
3. Testimony of man's spirit. 
He can know whether he has or has not taken these step s. 
4. State the only and prope r place of feelings. 
Illu strate: Jacob f elt Joseph was dead when he was alive. Show 
why, and the application. 
• • • 
HOW TO PREVENT APOSTASY FROM THE TRUTH, OR 
THE INFALLIBLY SAFE COURSE 
Gal. 1: 6 
I NTRODUCTION 
1. According to this y lain and pointed pas sage, we are con-
fronted with the significant fact, that even in this early period in 
the history of Chr istia nit y, th ere was a speedy and radical apos tasy 
from the truth. \ i\lhat was the cause of it? For tunate ly, we are 
not left to guess, for Pa ul answers the question in the immediate 
context that it was cau sed by fa lse teachers. 
2. Now, it is an axiomatic truth recognized in all departments 
of learning and in all world affai rs as well as in religion that there 
cannot be an effect witho ut a cause. Moreover, it is also uni-
versa lly recognized as axiomatic that when the cause is removed 
the effect will cease . 
3. Hence , the purpo se of the sermon this evening is to ascertain 
how to preven t apostasy from the truth , or the infallibly safe 
cour se; and to this theme , attenti on is now invit ed. On the 
hypothesis that th e Bible is the word of God , I wish to show first 
of all: · 
I. THE DIVINE STANDARD OR CRITERION OF J UDGMENT 
1. We can learn it from thr ee passages. (Deut . 29 : 29 ; 2 Tim . 
4 : 1, 2 ; Rev. 22: 18, 19.) 
( 1) Th e first passage : What revealed. 
(2) The second passage: Preach it. 
( 3) Th e third passa ge : Neither add to nor take from it. 
IL THE PRACTICAL A PPLICATION OF THE STANDARD 
1. See J er. 23: 28. "Speak my word faithfully." 
2. Probably the greatest issue before the Amer ican people today 
is the question as to the real orig in and charac ter of th e Bible. 
I s it from God? Mos t everybody says yes; but in many of the 
leading institutions of learnin g in the country when they say yes 
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they mean it came from God ju st as did the works of Shakespeare, 
Milton, Byr on, Homer , Virgil, Dante , Emerson, and W hitt ier. 
Now on the hypot hesis that men believe the Bible to be the 
word of God , let us ask, first of all, what was the cause of this 
early and radical apostasy from the truth? 
• • • 
THE POWER AND INFLUENCE OF EXAMPLE 
Psalm 90: 12; Rom. 14: 17 
I NTRO UUCTIO N 
1. It has been correctly and beau ti fully said : 
"Life is a volum e fr om youth to old age; 
Each year is a chapter , each day is a page." 
It has occurred to me tha t it will be profitable for us tod ay, 
the first Sunday in the year , to reflect over the 1919 chapter. 
It is, with the exception of five days, a blank yet . 
2. Like a newborn infant 's lif e- it s record is all yet to make -
the leaves of it s lif e's volume are all blank. How will th ey be 
filled? Seriou s and importan t question. 
3. H ence, in considering today the record for 1919; the purpose 
is to call attention to th e power and influence of example. 
I. THE RELA TION BETWEEN HUMAN DEED S AND HUMAN CHAR-
ACTER 
1. You cannot separate th em ; they stand or fall together; as 
is th e life so is the character, and as is th e character so the life 
ha s been . 
2. Thre e things constitute the measure of our example for evil 
or for good-influence, ability, and opportunity. 
( 1) All men have some influence-so me more , some less. 
(2) All men hav e ability-some more , some less . 
( 3) All men hav e opportunitie s- some more , some less. 
3. As is ou r influence, our ability for service, and our use of 
opportuniti es, so will be our examp le. 
II. Sor-rn TEXTS THAT WrLL HELP Us STUDY EXAMPLE 
1. Gen. 4 : 9. 
2. 1 The ss. 5 : 22. 
3. Matt. 5: 13. 
4. :Matt. 5 : 14. 
5. 1 Cor . 10: 32, 33. 
Conclitsion: Ana logy between the mat erial and spiritu al world s 
-atom s of matter , drop of water, vesicle of air, and ray of light . 
No one ex ists in absolute isolation . How true that "no one lives 
to hirnsel f." 
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THE JERUSALEM CHURCH 
Acts 2: 43 
INTRODUCTION 
1. One of the most interesting facts in connection with the 
establishment and early history of Christianity is the rapid and 
marvelous increase in the number of its followers . For example, 
if we consider the case of the Jerusalem church, the first church 
of God that was ever established iri. this world, we are struck by 
its rapidly increasing membership, and we are led to ask the 
question: "How does it happen that such vast numbers were added 
to the church then and so few are , comparatively, added now? 
How does it ha,ppen that there were daily additions to the church 
then, while only weekly or monthly, and sometimes annually, 
additions are made now? See the 3,000 and the 5,000 men. 
2. Now , it cannot be because there is any change in God's plan 
of saving men. So far as God, or his plan are concerned, it is 
exactly what it was then . We have the same God, the same 
gospel, the same word of God, the same Holy Spirit, and, in a 
general way , the same equipment for work that the church had 
then . Why, then, the difference? 
3. In order that we may appreciate this difference and at least 
some of the reasons for it, I call attention today to· some of the 
characteristics of this church-the Jerusalem church . We name 
the following: 
l. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JERUSALEM CHURCH 
1. Their changed condition on becoming members of the church 
was so great that they even "took their food with gladness and 
singlenes s of heart." (Acts 2: 46.) How it must have impressed 
the world. 
2. They not only began thus, but "they continued stedfastly in 
the apostles' teaching ;md fellowship, in the breaking of bread 
and the prayers." (Acts 2: 42.) 
3. They were completely revolutionized on the matter of prop-
erty ownership. ( Acts 4 : 32.) 
4. They were all "of one heart and soul." ( Acts 4: 32.) Think 
of the power in this. 
5. It was a courageous church. (Acts 4: 19, 20; 5: 29; 5: 41.) 
6. It was a pure church. ( Acts 5 : 1-11.) 
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THE JERUSALEM CHURCH 
Acts 2: 43 
INTROD U CTION 
1. One of the most interesting facts in connection with the 
establishment and early history of Christianity is the rapid and 
marvelous increase in the number of its followers . For example, 
if we consider the case of the Jerusalem church, the first church 
of God that was ever established in this world, we are struck by 
its rapidly increasing membership, and we are led to ask the 
question: "How does it happen that such vast numbers were added 
to the church then and so few are, comparatively, added now? 
How does it happen that there were daily additions to the church 
then, while only weekly or monthly, and sometimes annually, 
additions are made now? See the 3,000 and the 5,000 men. 
2. Now , it cannot be becau se there is any change in God's plan 
of saving men. So far as God, or his plan are concerned, it is 
exactly what it was then . We have the same God, the same 
gospel, the same word of God , the same Holy Spirit, and , in a 
general way, the same equipment for work that the church had 
then . Why, then, the difference? 
3. In order that we may appreciate this differ ence and at least 
some of the reasons for it, I call attention today to· some of the 
characteristics of this church-the Jerusalem church. We name 
the following: 
l. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JERUSALEM CHURCH 
1. Their changed condition on becoming members of the church 
was so great that they even "took their food with gladness and 
singleness of heart." (Acts 2: 46.) How it must have impressed 
the world. 
2. They not only began thus, but "they continued stedfastly in 
the apostles' teaching and fellowship, in the breaking of bread 
and the prayers." ( Acts 2 : 42.) 
3. They were completely revolutionized on the matter of prop-
erty ownership. ( Acts 4 : 32.) 
4. They were all "of one heart and soul." ( Acts 4: 32.) Think 
of the power in this. 
5. It was a courageous church. (Acts 4: 19, 20; 5: 29; 5: 41.) 
6. It was a pure church . (Acts 5: 1-11.) 
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THE CHRISTIAN AND THE CROSS 
Gal. 6: 14 
INTRODUCTION 
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1. From the records of profane history, we learn that, long 
before our Savior died on the Roman cross, putting criminals to 
death by crucifixion-that is, by nailing them to a cross-was a 
method of inflicting capital punishment. Invention ascribed to 
Semiramis. 
2. In use among the Egyptians , Carthaginians, Persians, Assyr-
ians, Indians , and from the earliest times among the Greeks and 
Romans. It not only involved great suffering, but ignominy. 
3. Hence , it became the symbol of suffering, self-denial, and 
shame which men are willing to endure for the sake of doing their 
duty. Hence, said Jesus, "If any man would come after me, let 
him deny himself, and take up his cross, and follow me" (Matt. 
16: 24) ; and it is our purpose to view it in this sense today. 
I. CHRIST AND THE CROSS 
1. Four things he "must" do . He "must" : 
( 1) "Go" to Jerusalem. 
(2) "Suffer." 
( 3) "Be killed." 
( 4) "Rise again." "Must." See meaning. 
II. THE CHRISTIAN AND THE CROSS 
1. Self-denial : Sacrificing anything we have or refraining 
from anything we want that is in the way of following Christ . 
2. Cross bearing: Doing anything essential to following him 
regardless of the suffering , or trouble it may bring. 
3. Wh.at, then, did Paul mean when he used the stirring words 
of Gal. 6: 14? "But God forbid that I shou ld glory, save in the 
cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom the world is crucified 
unto me, and I unto the world." Exactly this: The one great 
th ing in which alone I will glory is the cross of Christ no matter 
what it may cost in the ·way of self-sacrifice, inconvenience, burden 
bearing, and hardship . What a lesson! 
III. THE CHRISTIAN SHO U LD RESOLVE ON THESE Two THINGS 
1. He should glory in the cross of Christ alone. 
2. By constant and unceasing devotion to the church in all its 
work, he should let this fact be known to the world . 
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THE BIBLE DOCTRINE OF HELL, OR THE FUTURE 
PUNISHMENT OF THE WICKED 
Matt. 25: 46 
INTRODUCTION 
1. In the promise to deliver a sermon today on "The Bible Doc-
trine of Hell, or the Future Punishment of the Wicked," I wish 
it distinctly understood that I am to speak exclusively from the 
standpoint of those who believe the Bible . It is certainly no 
part of my purpose to argue the quest ion from th e point of view 
of those who reject the Bible. Hence, I shall take for granted 
that tho se whom I addre ss believe the Bible and the whole Bible, 
and that whatev er the Bible says on th e subject sett les it with 
them . 
2. Another thing should be distinctly under stood: the subject 
is too serious and the interest s involved are too vast not to want 
to be right on th e question . In fact, it is of such a nature that , 
instead of attempting to shut our eyes to its supposed awful reality, 
we should , on account of thi s very reality , be the more anxious 
to know the exact truth on the question , that we may govern our-
selves accordingly. 
3. Now with these things well understood , we open the Bible 
as inquirers to see what it says on the subject. 
I. THE BIBLICAL TERMS WHICH ARE USED TO DE SCRIBE THE 
WORLD B EYOND DEATH 
1. The principal ones are Sheol, Hades, Paradise , Gehenna, 
and Tartarus. 
( 1) Sheol. Define . Sixty-two times in Hebrew Bible; ren-
dered hell thirty-one time s; and grave thirty-one times . 
(2) Hade s. Define. Ten tim es in Greek Test a~1ent. 
( 3) Gehenna. Define. Twel ve tim es in Greek Testament. 
( 4) Paradise. Define . Thr ee times in Greek Tes tament . 
( 5) T arta ru s. Define. One time ( in verb form) in Greek 
Te stament . 
(6) Mr. Russell's blunder on Sheol and Hades . 
2. The Bible declares that there is a jud gment and punishment 
after death. (Matt. 25: 41; Luke 12: 4, 5; 16 : 19-31; Jude 6. 
3. The Biblical terms which are used to describ e the character 
of this punishment. (Mark 9: 47, 48; Luke 16: 23-25, 28 ; Jude 
7 ; Rev. 19: 20 ; 20: 10, 14, 15; 21 : 8.) 
4. The Biblical term s which are used to describe the duration 
of this punishment. (Matt. 25: 46 ; Mark 9 : 47, 48 ; Rev. 14: 
11;20:10.) 
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THE HOPE OF THE WORLD 
1 Cor. 15: 17 
I N TRODUCTION 
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1. So far as the celebration of the day is concerned, one Sun-
day, or first day of the week, from the New Testament point of 
view, is precisely the same as every other. Every first day of 
th e week thro ughout the year is, from the true Christian point 
of view, the time to celebrate Christ's resurrection from the dead. 
2. But practica lly nea rly all the religious world of modern 
times , both Catholic and Pro testant, have estab lished the cust om 
of an annual celebration of his resurrection on the day whic h, in 
the language of the modern church, is called Easter. Hence , it 
is a good tim e to examine the argument in suppo rt of Chri st's 
resurrection fr om the dead . · · 
3. It is my pur pose to pre sent thi s argument today. I have not 
hesitated to call it the "Hope of the vVorld "; and to this glad hope, 
your attention is now called. 
I. TI-IE HONESTY A ND FAIR NE SS OF THE ARGUMENT 
1. Li sten to it as pr esented by Paul. 
( 1) If his res urr ection is not a fact, our preaching is vain. 
(2) If no resurrection, Chri st was not raised. 
( 3) If our preaching is vain , your fait h is vain. 
( 4) If your faith is vain, you are yet in sin. 
( 5) If you are yet in sin, no hope is beyond this life. 
( 6) If no hope beyond thi s Ii fe, we are of all men most pitiable. 
II . TH E S TRE N GTH OF T HE A RGUMENT 
1. Chri st predict ed his own resurre ction. (Matt. 16 : 21; Mark 
8: 31 ; Luke 9: 22. ) 
2. T his predicti on deeply impre ssed the chief prie sts and th e 
Ph arisees. ( Mat t . 27: 62.) 
3. The pr ecauti on. ( Matt . 27 : 64-66.) 
4. The witnesses : 
(1 ) Mary Magda lene . (Mark 16: 9.) 
(2 ) Two disciples. (Mark 16 : 12; Luke 24: 13.) 
(3) Peter. ( 1 Cor. 15: 5.) 
(4) The eleven. (Mark 16: 14.) 
(5) Above five hundred br ethre n at once. ( 1 Cor. 15: 6.) 
(6 ) James. ( 1 Cor . 15: 7.) 
· (7) Pa ul. ( 1 Cor. 15: 8; cf . 9 : 1; Acts 9 : 3-8; 22: 6-11; 
26 : 12-18.) 
5. But if we would see and feel the fu ll strength of the argu-
ment , we must view the alleged fact of the resurrectio n of Chri st 
as it ha s impressed all subsequent hi story . 
(1) The profounde st scholar ship has been un able to obscure 
its light or to weaken man' s faith in the fact. 
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(2) This fact ha s kept pace with every advance in civilization. 
( 3) It ha s a stron ger hold on th e world tod ay than ever befor e. 
"All hail th e power of Je sus name." 
KEEBLE'S SERMONS 
Edited by B. C. Goodpasture 
T his book contains a biograp hical sketch and five ser-
mons o f the outstan ding colored evangelist of the chur ches 
of Christ. Th e serm ons are illustra ted with charts, and 
pictur es of baptismal scenes fro m the Keeble meeting s 
ind icate the degree of his success. 
Almost 14,000 copies of this book have been sold since 
it came fro m the press in 1931. It has been responsible 
fo r the conversion of hun dreds. 
It is ju st th e book to circulate among the colored people. 
Ma ny have found that a copy given to a cook, maid, or 
servant will result in a conversion. W hy not tr y it ? 
Send fifty cents. 
He re are a few of the many testimonials that we have 
received: 
Pro fessor H. Leo Boles : "I take pleasur e in commend-
ing Keeble's sermons to the public." 
P rofessor N. B. Ha rdeman, Pr esident, F reed-Ha rde-
man College, H enderson, Te nnessee: "I believe th e book 
of his sermons in his chara cteristic way will prove in-
teresting and helpful. " 
G. H. P . Showalter, E ditor , F irm Fo undati on, Austin, 
Texa s : "I have read ,vith the profo un dest int erest the 
book of serm ons by Keeble. I take great pleasur e in 
commend ing the book, and pa rticularl y its extensive cir -
culation among the Negroes." 
Ha ll L. Calhoun , late Minister, Cent ra l chur ch of 
Christ, Na shville, T enn essee : "To say that I am pleased 
with th e book and the content s is a feeble way of ex -
pr essing my appreciation of th e good wor k which you 
have done in helping Bro th er Keeble to print thi s book. 
I hope it may have a very large circul at ion ." 
GOSP EL ADVO CAT E COMP A NY 
Nas h ville, T ennessee 
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